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Making your world a quieter place



CDM has specialised in the field of noise and vibration 
isolation for over 60 years, offering expert advice along with 
a comprehensive range of systems and solutions.

Today’s requirement for sophisticated, complex multi-
functional buildings within an urban context, provides many 
noise and vibration challenges. Road, rail, air traffic noise 
and other vibrations that may surround a building; the 
effect of noise-producing spaces adjacent to noise-sensitive 
spaces;  and the internal building services such as elevators, 
air-conditioning equipment and stand-by generators all 
require careful consideration. 

Using this information in conjunction with other data, 
such as required acoustic performance and structural 
loadings, enables our highly skilled engineers to select the 
optimum noise and vibration solution for each particular 
area. Solutions range from building base isolation and 
other structural isolation bearings, individually isolated 
floors, walls and ceilings, or a combination to create high 
performance box-in-box constructions.

CDM - Building for the future
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Road and rail traffic creating noise and vibration



CDM’s many years experience in the building market, highly 
skilled engineering team, sophisticated computer analysis 
software and extensive knowledge of materials enables us 
to research and deliver the optimum solution for any noise 
and vibration building specification.

Our vast range of raw materials means our solutions are not 
restricted to any particular material type and our engineers 
can access test data for these materials, collected over 
many years from our own laboratory and other external 
facilities, to research all aspects of performance. You can 
be absolutely certain that the solution we design for you is 
technically the best available.

Our experienced team of draftsmen will communicate our 
designs on clear, concise drawings and installation plans to 
facilitate a quick and efficient site installation.

CDM – Engineering your designs
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CDM engineers discuss the possible floating floor solutions for a music school



CDM-SEB  
Simple Elastomer Bearings     
CDM-CHR  
Simple Springs 
CDM-CAS-BOX  
Pre-compressed Elastomer Boxes 
CDM-CHR-BOX  
Pre-compressed Spring Boxes   
CDM-STRIP  
Base Isolation Strip for walls

Most new buildings within cities 
are likely to be located within 
close proximity of a major source 
of noise and vibration, such as an 
underground tunnel, a railway line, a 
busy road or another internal source 
of noise and vibration. 

In order to protect a building or part 
of a building from the consequential 
structure-borne noise and vibration it 
may be necessary to support it using 
structural isolation bearings: 

Multi-purpose buildings have many 
noise producing and noise sensitive 
spaces and this illustration helps to 
explain how these spaces, and the 
activities within them, impact upon 
each other and why it is necessary 
to provide isolation. CDM has a 
full range of building products and 
systems designed to control noise 
and vibration and create successful 
and quiet spaces.

Structural Isolation

Structural isolation

Structural isolation

Structural isolation



When an isolated floor, wall and ceiling system are installed 
together to form a completely isolated room, a box-in-
box construction has been created. In many instances, 
depending on the particular building design, structural 
isolation may also be a feature of the box in box. This high 
level of isolation provides the ultimate performance in 
sound insulation.

Our standard systems are divided into three categories and following is a brief overview for each of them.

Floating floors are used where there is 
a requirement to either protect a noise 
sensitive area or to isolate an area where 
excessive noise is produced. They work 
by isolating the working floor from 
the supporting structure and can be 
designed to take domestic, commercial 
or industrial loads. 

CDM-FLOAT   
Pre-manufactured 
Floating Floor System 
CDM-MONT  
Jack-up concrete floor 
system 
CDM-LAT    
Isolated floor battens 

CDM-MAT    
Continuous Isolation 
Mat 
CDM-DPM    
Discrete Pad Mat 

Fully isolated walls are often required 
to prevent noise travelling between 
adjacent rooms or from the structure of 
the building. The sound insulation and 
vibration isolation of these walls can be 
improved by introducing resilient fixings 
to decouple them from each other and/
or resilient strips to isolate them from 
the supporting structure.

CDM-WALL-T   
Resilient Wall Batten  
CDM-WH   
Resilient Wall Tie  
CDM-WH3   
Resilient Wall Brace

CDM-QR   
Resilient Wall and 
Ceiling fixing  
CDM-WALL-FIX   
Wall Base Isolation 
CDM-RHD   
Resilient Head Detail

There is often a requirement for a 
suspended ceiling to protect an area 
from noise generated by activities in 
spaces directly above. CDM’s range of 
resilient hangers maximise the sound 
insulation of suspended ceilings by 
isolating them from the supporting 
structure, therefore providing significant 
improvements in airborne and impact 
noise levels.

CDM-CCS   
Isolated Suspended 
Ceiling System  
CDM-PHS   
Elastomer Isolation 
Hangers  
CDM-PHR   
Spring Isolation Hangers

CDM-PSJ   
Elastomer Isolation 
Joist Hangers  
CDM-PRJ   
Spring Isolation Joist 
Hangers 

Floating Floor Systems Wall Isolation Systems Ceiling Suspension Systems Box-in-Box Constructions



It is important to understand that if our standard systems 
don’t provide the ideal solution for your building then we 
can draw upon our considerable experience and resources 
to design something completely individual. 

Using laboratory and live application test data gathered over 
many years, our engineers can research specific material 
characteristics and match this to required performance 
criteria which can then be incorporated into the design for 
your building.

CDM - Testing for excellence
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CDM in-house testing of elemental spring



The range of applications for our systems is vast and they 
have been used successfully in buildings all over the world.  
Some examples of why and where these systems have been 
used are:

Arts & Media – we have provided solutions for many of 
the world’s leading television, radio and recording studios, 
concert halls and theatres. Usually these buildings are 
isolated to protect them from structure-borne noise and 
vibration caused by overground and underground rail and 
road traffic. Additionally, within the buildings, extremely 
high levels of sound insulation are necessary to ensure 
optimum recording and listening conditions.

Healthcare – there are several spaces within a healthcare 
environment that require careful acoustic control to 
protect the occupants, such as audiology rooms, operating 
theatres, recovery rooms, electron microscope laboratories 
and teaching auditoria. This can be effectively achieved by 
carefully incorporating isolation systems into the design of 
the building.

Sports & Leisure – sports and leisure facilities are often 
integrated into multi-functional commercial, residential 
and hotel buildings. Whether it’s a bowling alley, cinema, 
gymnasium or sportshall, isolation is often required to limit 
the annoyance for other users of the building.

CDM - Quietly going about our business
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Installing CDM-CHR-BOX pre-compressed spring box



Education – most schools and universities have music, 
theatrical practice, rehearsal and performance facilities 
as well as media teaching spaces which include recording 
studios. These spaces require high levels of sound insulation 
to allow all activities to occur without causing disturbance in 
adjacent areas.

Residential & Hotel Accommodation – many apartment 
blocks and hotels are built close to railway lines, some of 
which are busy freight routes with heavy trains passing 
throughout the night.  Isolation is often specified to protect 
the occupants from noise and vibration generated from 
the passing trains. In addition apartments may be tightly 
stacked together and isolation may be required to comply 
with Building Industry Standards for the control of airborne 
and impact noise levels within residential dwellings. 

Commercial – audio-visual, video-conferencing and 
board rooms are examples of where very low levels of 
background noise are desirable in order for people to work 
efficiently. High performance sound insulation systems can 
be introduced to achieve the required levels of acoustic 
comfort within these areas. Offices are also often part of 
or near to manufacturing facilities and sound and vibration 
control is required to mitigate this.
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CDM - Making your world a quieter place



CDM nv
Reutenbeek 9 - 11
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Belgium

T +32 2 687 79 07
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